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1. Geometrical characterization of Jacobi polynomials. 
Let Hn(x)=Hn(x~, ... , Xq) be a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in 
q dimensions. If A is an orthogonal transformation, then Hn(Ax) is also 
a homogeneous polynomial. Let q1 be an integer with l ~qi <q. Consider 
now the class C of all orthogonal transformations A such that the ~mbspace 
XI= ... =Xq1 =0 is invariant with respect to A. Let Hn(x) be a homogeneous 
polynomial such that H n(Ax) = H n(x) for all A in C. 
If x and x' are points with 
2 2 _ 1 2 I 2 d 2 2- . 1 2 1 2 x1 + ... +xq1 -x1 + ... +xq1 an Xq1H + ... +xq -Xq1+1 + ... +xq, 
then there exists an A in C such that Ax=x'. This implies that· Hn(x) 
only depends on 
(l.l) t = (x12+ ... +x~)l and h = (x~1+ 1 + ... +xq2)t. 
So H n(x) = H n(t, 0, 0, ... , 0, ti). Since H n(x) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree n, we have 
n 
Hn(t, 0, 0, ... , t1) = L ajtjt1 n-J, or 
i -o 
n 
(1.2) Hn(x)= L a.1(x12+ ... +x~Yi(~1H+ ... +xa2)t(n-il. 
i -o 
As Hn(x) is a polynomial in XI, ... , Xq, we have ai =aa= ... =0. If n is odd, 
then moreover a0 =a2= ... =0, so Hn(x) --0. Therefore we only have to 
consider the case: n is even, say n =2m. If we restrict x to lie on the unit 
sphere, then H 2m(x) becomes a polynomial in t2 of degree m, say Gm(t2 ). 
Now we require that these H2m(x) are spherical harmonics, i.e. H2m(x) 
satisfy Laplace's equation. We shall prove that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for this property is that the corresponding surface spherical 
harmonics Gm(t2) satisfy 
(1.3) JG;.(t2)G"(t2)dwq=O if Ai=ft, 
!Jq 
where Qq is the unit sphere in q dimensions and dwq is the surface element 
on this sphere. 
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First we prove that the relation: 
1 
(1.4) J cp(t) dw11 =C J cp(t) t111-1( 1- t2)illz-1 dt 
Qq 0 
holds for every continuous function cp(t), where c is a constant =I= 0. 
It is well known that 
1 dw11 = /XJdx1···dXq-1=(1-x1L_ ... -x~_ 1)-!dx1··· dxq-1· 
Instead of x~, ... , Xq-1 we introduce the variables 
t=Vxi+ ... +x~1 , ~1=X1jt, ... , ~qc1=Xq1-1/t, 
r;----_;;; v-~q1+1 =Xq1+1/~ 1-t2, ... , ~q-1 =Xq-1/ l-t2. 
The Jacobian of this transformation is equal to 
t111-1( 1- t2)l<q2-1)( 1- ~12- ... - ~~1 _ 1)-l, qz = q- q1, 
and the new domain D of integration is given by O~t~ l, ~12 + ... +~~1_ 1 ~ 1, 
~1 +1 + ... + ~~- 1 ~ l. Hence we obtain: 
J cp(t) dw11 = J cp(t) tllc1(1-t2)lq2-1 dt d~1 ... d~q,-1 
nq D V l - ~i- ... - ~~1 -1 
Then (1.4) follows with c=area ilq1 ·area ilq2 • 
By Green's theorem we have: 
d~ql+l···d~q-1 
If H2;~.(x) and H 21'(x) are harmonic, then L1qH2J.(x) and L1qH21'(x) vanish, 
and (1.3) holds. 
Conversely, if (1.3) holds, then we have: 
( 1.6) J {H2;~.(x) L111 H 2"(x) -H2~-'(x) L1qH2;~.(x)} dV = 0. 
'"''~1 
Putting x=r~ with r=lxl and r=(~12+ ... +~~y, we have: 
Hu(x) =Hu(r~) =r2J.H2;~.(~) =r2J.G;~.(r2)' 
and 
L111H2;~.(x) =r2J.-2 K;~._ 1(r2), 
where K;~._ 1 (r2) is a polynomial of degree .;:;;A.-1 in r2 and K-1(r2) = 0. 
Then (1.6) implies: 
J {G;~.(r2 ) Kl'_ 1(r2) -G"(r2) K;~._ 1(r2)} dwq = 0, 
Dq 
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and from (I. 4) we deduce : 
1 
(1. 7) f {G;.(T2) Kp-1(T2) -Gp(T2) K;.-1(T2)} VI1-1(1-T2)!q2-l di= 0. 
0 
Suppose K 0 = ... = K._ 1 = 0. Then we apply (I. 7) with ,u = v + 1 and 
A.=O, ... , v, and obtain: 
1 f G,.(•2)K.(•2) Tqcl(1-T2)lq2-ldT=0, 
0 
and so K.(•2)=0. Thus K.=O for all v and L1qH2,_(x)=0 for all A.. Hence 
(1.3) is a necessary and sufficient condition for H2m(x) being a harmonic. 
From (1.4) it follows that this condition is equivalent to 
1 f G,.(t2) G~'(t2)tqc1(1-t2)lqz-l dt=O, A.i=,u, 
0 
1-x 
or putting t2= - 2-: 
_f (1-x)lqcl(1 +x)lq2-1G,. e ;X) Gp c; X) dx= 0. 
Hence G,. ( 1; x) are orthogonal polynomials of degree n with respect to 
the weight function (1-x)lqc1(1 +x)lq2-1 on the interval [ -1, 1], and 
are therefore apart from a multiplicative constant the Jacobi polynomials 
Pn(!qcl,lq2-l)(x). So 
(1.8) 
Remark 1. The case q1= 1 has been dealt with by C. Muller [1]. He 
considers spherical harmonics of order n which are invariant for the class 
0' of all orthogonal transformations A' such that A'e1=e1. In this way 
he characterizes the Gegenbauer polynomials of order n. Since 0' C 0 for 
q1 = 1, it is obvious that the polynomials G1n(t2) from (1.8) with q1 = 1 
are Gegenbauer polynomials of order n. This may be shown directly by 
using (1.8) and [2, p. 169 (13) and p. 176 (21)]. 
Remark 2. We may deduce (1.8) from (1.2) by evaluating LlqHn(x) 
directly. We find 
m 
LlqHn(x) = ~ 2j(2j-2+ql) a21(xi+ ... +x~1)1-1 (x~1+ 1 + ... +x~)m-1 + 
;~1 
m-1 
+ ~ 2(m-j) (2m-2j-2+q2) a21(xi+ ... +x~1)i(x~1+I + ... +~)m-J-1. 
j=O 
Putting LlqHn(x) = 0, we obtain the recurrence relation between the coef-
ficients a21: 
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From this it follows that 
Gm(t2)=ao! (-1)1(-m)1.\1-m-!q2)1 t21(1-t2)m-J~ 
i~O J.(Jql)J 
=ao(1-t2)mF( -m, 1-m-!q2; !q1; 1 ~t2) = 
= Cm Pm<lqcl,!q2-1) (1- 2t2), 
cf. [2, p. 170(16)]. 
2. Laplace integral representation. 
In this section we will derive an integral representation (2.3) for the 
Jacobi polynomials using the characterization of the preceding paragraph. 
Let q = q1 + q2, q1 > 0, q2 > 0. Let Rq1 be the space spanned by e1, ... , eq1 , 
and Rq2 the space spanned by eq1+b .•. , eq. Then every unit vector 17 in 
Rq can be represented by 
17 = s17' + V 1- s2 17", 0 ~ s ~ 1, 
where 17' and 17" are unit vectors in Rq1 and Rq2 respectively. For every 
transformation A in class 0 we have: 
A17 =sA(17') + V1-s2A(1]"). 
Since A(17') E Rq1 and A(17") E Rq2 are unit vectors, we have (A17)' =A(1]') 
and (A17)" =A(17"). Now we consider the integral 
J (x ·1] 1 ± ix · r;")n dwq(1)) = F(x), 
ga 
for every x in Rq. It is easily seen that F(x) is a spherical harmonic of 
degree n. We will show that F(x) is invariant with respect to every 
orthogonal transformation A of class C: 
F(Ax)= J (Ax·r;' ± iAx·1J")ndwq(r;)= 
!Jq 
= J (x·A-1 r;' ± ix. A-11)")n dwq(r;) = 
!Jq 
= J {x·(A-11))' ± ix·(A-11))"}ndwq(A-11])= 
ga 
since the orthogonal transformation leaves the surface element unaltered. 
Therefore, if n is even, say n=2m, and lxl=1, then F(x) is apart from 
a multiplicative constant equal to Pm<lqcl,lq2-ll(1- 2t2), where tis given 
by (1.1). 
H n is odd, F(x) = 0. 
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Hence 
(2.1) f (x·rj' ± ix·rj")2m dwq(IJ) =0± P;!a1-I.ta2·-Il (1-2t2). 
Qq 
Choose x= (t, 0, ... , 0, V1-t2 ). Then we obtain: 
(2.2) F(x) = J (tlj~ ± i V1-t2IJ~)n dwq(IJ), 
[Jq 
where lJ~ is the first component of r/ and lJ; the last component of lJ"· 
Hence if q1> 1, q2> 1, then 
I 
F(x) = J dwqh') f dwq2 (IJ") f ds(tlJ~ ± i V1-t2lJ;)nsal- 1(1-s2)la2-1= 
flq, flq, 0 
1 - 1 ' 
=!B(!c[l, fq2) f dwqcl- f dlJ~ f dwq2-l f diJ;(tlJ~ ± i V1-f2IJ;)n 
!101 _ 1 -I SJ0,_1 -I 
From this and (2.1) we have: 
) P;!q•-
1
·lq,-Il ( 1 ~ 2t2) = C± J l (tu ± i V1- t2 v)2m(1--' u2)la,-(S/2l 
(2.3) -1 -1 
(I- v2)!q,-(3/2l dudv, 
and 
1 1 
(2.4) f f (tu± iV1-t2v)2m+I(1-u2)lq,-(3/2l (1-v2)la,-(3/2ldudv=0. 
-1 -1 ' 
Choosing t=O in (2.3), and using P~"'·fi'(1)= (n:cx), we readily obtain: 
C±= ( -l)m22m F(m+!qi) F(m+-!q2) 
:n(2m) I F(iq1- !) F(!q2- !) 
If q1 = 3 (or q2 = 3), the double integral -(2.3) can be reduced to a single 
integral. Putting A= !q2 - ! we have: ' 
C I pH . .t-ll(1- 2t2) = ± f {(t ± i V1- t2v)2m+l_ ( -t±i VI- t2v)2m+1} 
m t( 2m + 1) _1 · · 
(1-v2)J.-I dv= 2C± f (t ± i V1-t2v)2m+l (1-v2).t- 1 dv= 
t(2m+ 1) _1 
Since 
tP(l . .t-tl ( 1-2t2) = ( -1)m tP(J.-UJ (2t2 -1) = (i)m+l OJ. (t). 
m m (A.)m+l 2m+1 
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( cf. [2, p. I76 (22) ]), we obtain Laplace's definite integral expression for 
the Gegenbauer polynomial O~m+ 1 (t): 
~ QA _T(2.il+2m+1}21- 2"f"'( .,~ )2m+l ( ,- )2A-ld (2.o) zm+ 1(t}- (2m+I)!{T(.il)}2 0 t±~vt-t•costp smtp tp 
(cf. [2, p. I77 (3I}]). 
As a special case we get for q2 = 2 the Laplace's representation for the 
Legendre polynomial (cf. [2, p. 182 (42)]). 
If q1 =I or q2 =I, suitable modifications in the reduction of the integral 
in (2.2) have to- be made. Then this leads to a single integraL for 
p;,.-t.tq,-ll(I- 2t2) or for the Gegenbauer polynomial O~m(t}, and this is 
(2~5} with 2m+ I replaced by 2m. 
Remark 3. The formulas (2.3} and (2.4) may be verified directly by 
application of the qinomial formula. Then one sees that these formulas 
also hold for arbitrary real numbers q1 and q2 with q1> I, q2> I. 
Summary 
The Jacobi polynomials are characterized as surface' spherici:l.l harmonics in 
q dimensions which are invariant for certain orthogonal transformations. As an 
application a Laplace representation of the Jacobi polynomials are derived. 
' ' ,· ' ' ·"' 
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